This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution-NoDerivatives 4.0 International 1 В данной статье на материале малоизвестного сочинения по истории русской цер кви "Каталог митрополитов Киевских" (нач. XVIII в.), написанного, скорее всего, свт. Димитрием Ростовским, рассмотрены особенности употребления и сочетаемость слов из синонимических рядов Русь / Россия / Руссия, русский / рос сий ский / росский, русские / россияне / россы. Всего в тексте памятника пред-став ле но 32 слова на рус-и 37 на рос-, причём топонимы и производные от них при лагательные равноупотребительны, однако наблюдается определённая при вяз ка последних к тому или иному имени в составе пока ещё относительно устой чи вых коллокаций. Отмечено преобладание этнонимов на рос-, а также об щая тенденция к редакторской правке рус-→ рос-в более поздних списках и един ст вен ном издании "Каталога" (1776).
1
It is against this background that one fi nds the actualization of the old synonymic rows with the initials rus-and ros-(and, respectively, the roots rus-, rus (s) ii-, ros(s)-, ros(s)sii-) , relating to the name of the Russian state, its territory, and inhabitants. As a consequence, the rows Rusɂ/Rossiia/Russiia (place names), russkii/rossiiskii/rosskii (attributes), and russkie/rossiiane/rossy (ethnic and inhabitants' names) diff er stylistically: the fi rst terms were gradually moved to lower stylistic registers and the rest remained almost solely in solemn bookish discourse. However, this did not happen all at once, and in many texts of this epoch there is a signifi cant variability in the usage of these words, including serious orthographic inconsistencies. Furthermore, it should be mentioned that the history of this process and of the appearance of these forms in various languages-Slavic and nonSlavic-is in general still not clear, although some of its episodes have been examined in a number of studies in considerable detail; cf. [S 1947; Rus'-Rossiia, and russkie-rossiiane, and russkii-rossiiskii in the Catalogue of the Kievan Metropolitans by St. Demetrius of Rostov T 1953; S 1957; 1957; T 2001; U- 2008; K 2012] , and the review [G 2013 ] of the latter, and also an essay on corpus study [ 2013 ] based on the analysis of the Middle Russian Corpus (a demo version) included in the Russian National Corpus (http://www.ruscorpora.ru/search-mid_rus.html).
The spellings with the root ros-(in Muscovite Russia since the end of the 17th century with the doubled s, i.e., ross-) 2 supplanted the corresponding forms with rus-in Russian literature of the 18th century; this diff erentiation occurred both at that time as well as later on (up to the present), including semantic diff erentiation, due to which there have appeared pairs explicitly opposed in meaning in the modern Russian literary language. This opposition includes semantic diff erentiation, due to which there have appeared pairs explicitly opposed in meaning in the modern Russian literary language: adv. rˈusskii 'of or pertaining to the ethnic Russian' vs. rossˈiiskii 'of or pertaining to Russia in general,' and n.pl. rˈusskie 'ethnic Russians; East Slavic ethnic group native to Russia' (sing. masc. rˈusskii, fem. r'usskaia) vs. rossiiˈane 'citizens or inhabitants of Russia ' (sing. masc. rossiiˈanin, fem. rossiiˈanka) . This duality is hardly translatable into most of the world's languages.
In the years after the end of the Napoleonic Wars Karamzin, who had become a conservative, published his State (1816 State ( -1826 , and returning to the tradition of the 18th century, he more often spoke there of R o s s i i a n e than of R u s s k i e . But young Nikolai Polevoy replied to him through the title of his History of the Russian ( R u s s k o g o ) People. This antithesis: "Russian ( R o s s i i s k o e ) state" and "Russian ( R u s s k i i ) people" became characteristic for the whole 19th century [S 1957: 154] .
History of the Russian ( R o s s i i s k o g o )

Alexander I. Grishchenko
In ancient times we used to write Rusɂ, after Rusia, but have fi nally turned the letter U into O. Tatishchev thought that Metropolitan Macarius was the fi rst to coin this novelty, but all the oldest copies of the Book of Degrees, the so-called Macarius' Book, all the 16th-century manuscripts I happened to see use the names Rusɂ and Rusia [K 1998: 325] .
However, there are some later copies of the same Book of Degrees in which Rusɂ was replaced by Rosia, e.g., in the Piskarev copy from the end of the 16th-the early 17th centuries; this was compared by Alexey Sirenov with the earlier Chudov copy:
Apparently, these changes should be attributed to the creation of the scribe of the Piskarev copy, who intended to modernize the text [S 2007: 248] .
Such replacements in the copies of the same monuments were noted by other researchers. Thus, the Praise of St. Vladimir contains the word with the root rus-in the Troitsky copy of the 1520s, but in the later Academy copy of 1557/58 they were replaced by ros-:
This variant reading type could be explained by the tendency marked by M. N. Tikhomirov to the establishment of the term "Rossia" in monuments of Russian literature in the 16th century. It can be assumed that the replacement of the root "rus" with "ros" was made by the scribe of the Academy copy unknowingly, because the second vocalization was apparently familiar for him. This is supported by the fact that the Academy copy kept the most of the words with the root "rus", which the scribe borrowed from his source. Perhaps active adoption of the root "ros" in the Russian literature fell in the thirty-year period separating the Troitsky [. . .] and the Academy copies . . . [U 2006: 7-8] .
Besides spelling modernization from one copy to another, in some works one can also come across variation in the roots rus-and ros-within the same copy, which cannot be attributed only to a scribe's inattention or to orthographic inconsistency, but can also be interpreted as belonging to the original. Furthermore, the copies of the Catalogue diff er in the contents of the articles:
• Syn139 ends with the mention of the living Metropolitan Barlaam Yasinsky, who died in 1707, and this may be the terminus ante quem both for the MS itself and for the author of the Catalogue.
• Syn123 ends with the mention of the ordination of Metropolitan Joasaphus Krokovsky in August 1708 in Moscow, a ceremony in which St. Demetrius Alexander I. Grishchenko participated. The convoy of the Catalogue placed in the codex at the beginning, but not attributed to anyone, is also interesting. The second text in Syn123 (28-52v) is "Вы́писка и҆ з подлинниковъ о҆ бы́тности Цр҃ ей греческихъ и҆ Россїйскихъ. и҆ Патрїарховъ цр҃ еградскихъ и҆ Россїйскихъ. и҆ Кїевскихъ митрополитовъ" (= An Extract from the Originals About Activities of the Greek and Russian Tsars, Constantinople and Russian Patriarchs, and of Kievan Metropolitans) consisting of eight "edges" (grani; i.e., parts); the third one (55-77) is the so-called Moscow Catalogue ("Кѡтолоѓъ Архїереєвъ Рос̾ сıйскїихъ" = A Catalogue of Russian Bishops); the fourth one (78-190) is the Activities ("Бытности") of the bishops of various Russian regions and citi es, and of the priors of major Russian monasteries; the fi fth one (192-203v) is "Степени россїйскиⷯ а҆ рхїереевъ" (= The Degrees of the Russian Bishops); and, at the end (204-205v), the codex concludes with "Чинъ а҆ рхїереевъ росискиⷯ и҆ мѣеⷮ быⷮ посемꙋ" (=The Order of the Russian Bishops Is as Follows). Thus, the entire codex is a collection of works of a similar type-that is, in the genre of catalogue-while the Catalogue by St. Demetrius, placed at the beginning, was probably recognized as the earliest and the most authoritative document.
• In the MS from the Vernadsky National Library of Ukraine (Kiev), no. 352/169-known to me but not researched de visu-the Catalogue ends with the report of the death of Joasaphus Krokovsky in 1718. Moreover, "the whole initial part of this Catalogue is full of Lomonosov's marginalia. He marked all the events connected with Hilarion's activities at the Kievan Met ro polia. The signs and marginalia are near the reports on the fi rst Kievan met ro politans, that is, the Greeks: on Michael being sent to Kiev by Constantinople Patriarch Leontius and on Neophytus and other church fi gures" [M 1971: 76] .
• SPb319 ends with Barlaam Vonatovich, the Kievan metropolitan who followed Joasaphus Krokovsky; he certainly would not have been mentioned by St. Demetrius in this bishopric, since he was ordained in 1722, i.e., 13 years after St. Demetrius' decease. Therefore, Ruban (or his immediate source) was not the fi rst to continue St. Demetrius' Catalogue.
As for the language of the Catalogue, it can be characterized in general as Ruthenian Church Slavonic with minor vernacular and Polish inclusions, primarily in the quotations from the sources used by St. Demetrius. Thus, the peculiarities of the usage of the roots rus-and ros-both in the Ruthenian and in the Muscovite literature by the turn of the 18th century could no longer be opposed. There was, however, little diff erence even earlier, although there has recently been an attempt to separate them, or rather to silence the unity of the "ethnic"-more precisely, religious-terminology of Muscovy and Ruthenian lands in the 16th-17th centuries [F 2010 ]. Farion's article does not contain any reference to [S 1957: 149-152 = 1957: 37-43] where the author in some detail considered the usage of the Graecized The manuscript copy of the Palinode published in Palinode1878 came from the personal library of St. Demetrius, who frequently referred to the work of his predecessor, but very cautiously and selectively. Unlike the famous Palinode, the version in St. Demetrius' Catalogue was fi rst of all a historical work, although some of the themes expressed in the Palinode appeared in it as well, for example, the approval of the all-Russian canonical and perhaps-if one could use modern terminology-ethnic unity, which at that time was based of course primarily on confessional unity. St. Demetrius explicitly compared the Union of Brest (1596) with the great Arian controversy, i.e., the Union was conceived as an ecclesiastical catastrophe, as described in Syn139 188r [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] :
Михаилъ Рагоза свщ҃ енъ бѣ на митрополїю | Кїевскꙋю в꙽ Вилни Ст҃ ѣйшимъ Патрїаⷬ хомъ І ҆ еремїемъ, | в꙽ тоже лѣто внеже Онисифоⷬ ѿставленъ. Сей Митро|политъ ꙋнѣю воведе в꙽ Рꙋ ⷭ, ѿтоⷬ гшисѧ ѿ и҆ сконнаго | своего Патрїаⷬ ха Цариградскаго, природнаго Рꙋсѣ | пастыра, а ко Римскомꙋ Папѣ приставши, и҆ смꙋтилъ | тѣмъ цеⷬ ковь ѕѣло, раздѣливъ Росїский народъ надвое, | аки ризꙋ раздравъ ꙗкоже и҆ ногда Арїй, зачто Михаилъ | той и҆ проклѧтъ быст꙽ на соборѣ Берестеⷩ скомъ в꙽ лѣто | ҂ꙁр҃ д. ҂афч ҃ ѕ. Thus, the Catalogue of the Kievan Metropolitans by St. Demetrius of Rostov stands on the border between the old Ruthenian Church Slavonic and the new common Russian historical literature. In fact, this was the fi rst proper scholarly essay on the history of the Russian Church, as it was fi rst to use a critical method. That is why the usage of the terms with the roots ros-and rus-in this work is of particular interest. Table 2 compiles all usage and distribution patterns by types of nomination. The main source, which provides the most relevant statistics, is MS Syn139. The table also includes variant readings from other MSS and the edition by Ruban. The diff erences between these four versions at the selected places are numerous; they characterize the stylistic preferences of the copyists and perhaps the publisher.
Despite the limited sample size, even in the framework of the Catalogue one can trace the following statistical trends:
1. The number of place names with rus-and with ros-used in the Catalogue, as well as of the adjectives derived from them, is roughly even (in total, 32 vs. 37, respectively).
2. There is an observable link between specifi c adjectives and nouns, iapparently representing fairly stable collocations: for zemlia 'land'-russkaia (the same applies to the words kniazɂ 'prince,' and kniazhenie 'principate'), but episkop 'bishop' and mitropolit 'metropolitan' are rossiiskie (as words denoting church realities, they combine better with the more bookish adjective originating ultimately from the Greek name of Rusɂ); cf. the statistically more reliable data on the combinability of the attributes russkii and rossiiskii in the preceding period [G 2013: 42] in Table 3 . kniazi 'princes' 1.7%, tsari i kniazi 'tsars and princes' 3.5% liudi 'people' 0.6%, polk 'army' 0.0%
In the full (unpublished) version of the ranked frequency list of these collocations, the word combinations with the superordinate mitropolit and subordinate russkii are in 17th place (ones with the superordinate episkop are in 20th place), but those with the subordinate rossiiskii are in 4th place. In addition, the stability of the collocation russkaia zemlia 'Russian land' is very notable, and, in the pre-Mongol chronicles, it was polysemantic, also having a "narrow meaning." 12 3. Among ethnonyms, the words with ros-predominate. 4. The only possible compound adjectives are veliko-and malorossiiskii 'Great and Minor Russian' (not -russkii) as derivatives of the calques from the Greek Μεγάλη Ῥωσία and Μικρὰ Ῥωσία; whereas belorusskii 'White Russian' was possibly a later derivative of more vernacular origin, cf. [S 1947; B  2006: 48-51] .
5. When referring to the text history of the Catalogue (from Syn139 to the other two MSS and the edition), it turns out that the forms in question were subjected to editing, and mostly in one direction-from rus-to ros-. Such corrections (all of them seen in variant readings in Table 2 ) are found in nine places in the Ca ta logue; the opposite change ros-to rus-is found in six places, and in fewer sources (in SPb319 and Ruban1776 only once). In three emendations of Ruban1776 in which there was a choice between the forms with rus-and with ros-, the publisher preferred the second one, which corresponds to the general tendency in the use of those forms in the 18th century.
6. Particular attention can be drawn to the spellings rozsianin and rozsiistii in the hand of the second scribe of MS SPb319. These hypercorrect interpretations of the initial ros-as the Polish or Ruthenian prefi x roz-are likely to have originated from rather old folk-etymological versions of the place name Rossiia and the ethnonym rossiiane. Studying the history of the words with rus-and ros-, these alternations, as well as the accentological features thereof, clearly require special analysis, which is possible only with a full textual study of the Catalogue of the Kievan Metropolitans and by comparing it to other works by St. Demetrius of Rostov and other writers of his era. 
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